Variables affecting the relationship between depression and attribution of outcomes.
The current study investigated the influence of the interpersonal context on the relationship between depression and attribution of outcomes. Since attributions of success and failure are frequently considered to be influenced by self-serving biases, it was anticipated that Ss' knowledge that their attributions would be observed by a peer in their presence would influence the relationship between depression and attribution. Male and female Ss (N = 229) passed or failed an identity-relevant or non-identity-relevant task. Half were told their attributions would be observed by a peer with whom they were paired in the experiment (observation condition) and half believed their attributions would only be seen anonymously at a later time by the E (nonobservation group). Results for Ss who performed the identity-relevant word task were supportive of the hypothesis that the relationship between depression and ability attributions is stronger under observation conditions than under nonobservation conditions. The findings were discussed in the context of an interactional viewpoint of depression.